
Chapter 7

Concluding remark and Future

plan of work

General theory of Relativity (in short, GTR) is an important tool for understand-

ing compact stars having density more than nuclear matter density and for which

EoS is not known. In this case prescribing a geometry of the star one can predict

EoS which is opposite to the usual approach of solving Einstein’s field equation for

a known EoS. Following the proposal of Vaidya-Tikekar [45], Mukherjee et. al. [48]

first obtained a new relativistic solution which accommodates stellar models over a

wide range of values of the model parameters. In the thesis, new relativistic solu-

tions relevant for building stellar models of compact objects are obtained following

the above methodology. A brief introduction on compact objects and review of the

previous work on the topic are presented in Chapter 1

In Chapter 2, a class of relativistic solutions of the static Einstein field equa-

tions as was obtained in Ref. [50] is taken up here to examine physical possibility
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of accommodating a neutron stars. Since the field equation is highly non-linear we

use numerical technique to explore the interior composition of compact star. The

relativistic solutions are used to construct stellar models for known observed mass

of compact object, the radius of the corresponding star is also determined in this

framework. It is also possible to determine the variation of matter density on its

boundary surface and that at the center of a superdense star for a known geometry.

Pant and Sah [50] obtained a class of relativistic static non-singular analytic solutions

in isotropic metric describing space time of static spherically symmetric distribution

of matter. The solution has been found to lead to a physically viable causal model of

neutron star with a maximum mass 4M⊙. The applicability of the Pant Sah model

for an isotropic fluid distribution is studied for known stars.

In Chapter 3, a class of compact stellar models using Pant and Sah solution for

a spherically symmetric space time is obtained. In this chapter a class of new rel-

ativistic solutions which accommodates anisotropic stars possessing mass relevant

for neutron stars is presented. Following an alternative approach (Synge approach)

by first making an ad hoc choice of the geometry EOS for matter is explored. A

class of new relativistic solutions are obtained here which accommodate anisotropic

star in hydrostatic equilibrium having mass and radius relevant for neutron stars [57].

In Chapter 4, a class of relativistic stellar models is presented using Tikekar-

Thomas ansatz which prescribes 3-pseudo spheroidal geometry for the 3-space of the

interior space-time in the presence of electromagnetic field. Consequently, physical
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properties of a charged relativistic star assuming its 3-geometry described by pseudo-

spheroidal geometry is studied. Making use of the alternative approach a relation

for pressure and density in the Einstein gravity are established and their physical

properties are studied.

In Chapter 5, The understanding of the final outcome of a gravitational collaps-

ing of a massive objects depends on couple of conjectures. It is important to un-

derstand not only theoretically the stages of a collapsing compact object but also

observationally [75, 76, 77]. In the case of a massive star collapse gravitational field

is very significant and classical gravity is not enough. A consistent physical and

mathematical theory of gravitational collapse of a massive star is not yet came out.

Although a volume of literature addressing gravitational collapse of massive stars

appeared [75, 76, 77, 80] considering shear, density inhomogenity, local anisotropy,

electromagnetic field, viscosity, with or without dissipation, a number of issues is yet

to be understood. For a dynamical system a number of literatures came up where

anisotropic stars and their physical properties have been discussed. We developed a

simple relativistic model of a collapsing star and study its dependence on pressure

anisotropy for a new geometry recently obtained by us [80].

In Chapter 6, exact analytical models for compact stars with or without electro-

magnetic field in the framework of higher dimensions is obtained from which usual four

dimensional result can be recovered. We obtain here exact analytical solution of the

Einstein field equation considering a general Vaidya-Tikekar metric in higher dimen-
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sions. The departure from the spherical geometry of a uniform density configuration

may be realized in this approach, from which the model of a super dense star is ob-

tained by stipulating a law for variation of density of its matter content which follows

from prescribing a geometry characterized by two parameters namely, spheroidic-

ity (λ), geometrical parameter (R) in addition to electromagnetic field strength (β),

Dimension (D) and phase parameter (δ). A class of new relativistic solutions are pre-

sented here in the framework of higher dimensions for compact stars with EM field

in hydrostatic equilibrium having mass and radius relevant for neutron stars [57].

To conclude, a number of relativistic solutions for compact objects with isotropic and

anisotropic fluids, in the presence or absence of electromagnetic field are obtained.

The relativistic solutions obtained here are new and considering two types of static

geometries we obtain stellar models. Using model parameters, the EoS of the matter

inside the compact objects are predicted. It is found that some of the observed known

compact objects can be accommodated in the stellar models obtained here. However

in future we expect more numbers of compact objects with their precise mass and

radius. The models obtained here may be useful for further probing the compact

objects.

7.1 Future plan of work:

In the present work three interior geometries, namely spheroidal, pseudo-spheroidal

and Pant- Sah geometries are considered to obtain stellar models for compact objects,

which are in hydrostatic equilibrium. Some new relativistic solutions are found in four
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and in higher dimensions which are important and interesting for stellar model build-

ing. A limited number of geometries for the interior of compact objects are considered

here. A number of new spacetime geometries are known in the literature which may be

interesting to study the property of compact objects using the methodology adopted

here in future. The spheroidicity parameter λ in the case of spheroidal or pseudo

spheroidal geometry and the parameter Λ of Pant-Sah geometries found to play an

important role in exploring the physical feature of the compact stars. A new solution

is obtained where the paramters Λ and n are playing important role with a new set

of geometries including Pant- Sah metric. It opens up a new varieties of solutions

important for stellar models that describe neutron stars. A number of observed data

for astrophysical objects with high precission are coming up in future. It will help

us to select or to modify the stellar models out of available theoretical models that

can be constructed in the framework of Einstein relativity. A model of collapse of

a compact object is presented here which is another area of study. It is important

to explore the collapse of compact object with different mass and radius in different

geometries to study different phases of a star which will be taken up in future.


